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PRECIPITATION

1. FORMATION

Four conditions must be tuet to produce rainfall:

1.1 Moisture supply

Sufficient water vapour must present - which iraplxes that
it must be constantly replenished. The precipitable water
present at any raoment in the air at any place depends on
latitude, altitude, continentality, the general circulation
of the atmosphere, and the shoi^t tsrtn local synoptic situ=
ation. As the Saturation vapour pressure of the air is tetnpers=
ture-dependent, the precipitable vrater tends to be greatest
in suramer - but rarely much oxceeds 25 ran. Tht:.s a large
net horizontal influx (known äs convergence or advection)
of taoist air is a prerequisite for heavy and prolonged falls
of rain«

1. S Coolins

The quantity of water vapour that air can hold depends on
its teraperature«
If an unaaturated air rnass is cooled sufficiently, its
capacity to hold water vapour will decreaae until it roaches
a tetnperaiure - the dewpoint - at which it is saturated,
whereupon excess vrater vapour can condense to form liquid
droplets.

Air can be cooled by radiation, by contact with a colder
surface, or by horizontal flow towards an area of lower
pressure, but at best these processes can produce only fog
or light drizzle, The only knovrn mechanista whereby the
temperature of larg^ air masses can be lowered sufficiently
to produce rain or other forms of precipitation in quantity
is adiabatic cooling (also known äs dynamic cooling) asaoci=
ated with the roduetion in pressure when a pocket (generally
known äs a parcel) of air ascends. The processes whereby
air tnasses can be so lifted forms the basis for typing
rainfall (see 2)

l«3 Condens ation

Lovering of the teraperature of the air to below the dewpoint
is in itself no guarantee that condensation will occur, for
in the laboratory the tetnperature of air cleaned of all
foreign particles can be cooled to well below the dewpoint,
and thua far beyond 100% relative hutnidity, without conden-
sation, the air reraaining in a state of super-saturation.
Condensation nuclei with an affinity for water taust be pre =
sont for condensation to occur„ These raicroscopic particlos
are thought to be mainly of terrestrial origin - salt particles
frotn seaspray, dust, cotabustion products and other attnos =
pheric pollutants - although sorae raay derive frora aeteoritest -
and generally are present in sufficient nunibers for conden=
sation and cloud formation to occur when the tetaperature of
the air falls below the dewpoint.
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l»k Profi f orinat ion

Cloud droplets are so siinute - only about 200 - 700 nicrons -
that they remain in Suspension, supported by the buoyancy
of the air and vertical currents. Various theories have
been adveinced to explain hovr the droplets form rain or
hall, The two dominant processes are thought to be the
following.«

1*4.1 In so-called "cold" clouds rising above the freesing altitude
the water droplets can persist in a suporcooled state,
especially between 0°C arid - 15°C, unless sufficient free =
sing mtclei are present around which ice crystals can forn.
In a 3~phase cloud in which r/ater vapour, droplets and
ice crystals co-exist, the lower Saturation vapour pressure
over ice cotapared with that over water at the satae tetape =
rature causes ths droplets to evaporate and the -vapoxir so
forraed to cojidense on the ice-crystals vrhich thus grow at
the cxpeuse of the cloud droplots until they attain a taass
that can overcome the buoyancy of air. They then fall,
tnelt and grow further by collision.

1,4*2 Precipitation frora "warta" clouds which lie v/holly below the
freezing altitude is thought to result nainly frora the
different rate of notion of droplets of difforent size,
the larger drops overhauling and coalescins with the
snaller onea.

2, COOLING MECHANISMS

The classification of rainfall types is based on the way in
vrhich air taasses are lifted and cooled. Oft«n these pro-
cesses occur in cocsbination.

2,1 Oroqraphic liftins
This can occur when a tnountain ränge or escarpraent lying
athwart the prevailing vrind forces the air up the tflope,
whereupon it expaiids and cools due to the reduction in
pressure with increase in elevation. The vertical velocity
i.3 a function of the angle of slope and of the horizontal
vrind velocity, and diiainishes with height. Other conditions
being equal, higher atnounts and intonsitios of rain results
frota orographic than fron frontal lifting (see 2.3) äs
tnountain slopes are genorally steeper than the angle of
inclination of fronts, and fixed, ao that cooling of the air
tends to be tnore rapid and prolonged. Often tho nain. r61s
of orographic lifting is to trigrjer off latent instability
originating in convective or cyclonic activity (seo 2.4
and 2.3),

The rain is generally heaviest at the level of the clouü
base, which saay be bolow the suratnit. In contrast to the
noist windward alope, there is ofton a pronounced dry
"rain shadow" area to the lee, not only because the air has
already ahed raost of its precipitable ooisture but becausa
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in descending it is subject to an increase in pressure and
thus to warcting and a decrease in relative huraidity.

Near the coast, orographic uplift can occur in the absenco
of a barrier if moist air tnoving inland is slowed dovm by
frictional drag on the surface, and piles up.

2.2 Converĵ ence

This terta covers all processos that cause air to accusnulate
in a certain area, whether it be by divergenee in the upper
air, horizontal tnovenent of air along a pressure gradient,
funnelling of air down Valleys, or taornentuEi acquired in
other latitudes. The congestion forces s.otne of the air to
rise, whereupoö. it cools äs the result of the reduction in
pressure, and expands. Convergence often operates jointly
with othcr processes such äs orographic and frontal lifting.

2.3 Fr ont ojgene s i s

A front is a zone of discontinuity between converging
dissitnilar air masses which do not easily taix due to the
difference in their density» Pronounccd gradients in
teraperature, pressure, wind and vrater content can thereforo
occur across a front. The greater the contrast in these
properties between adjacent air tnasses, the steepor the
slope of the front and the greater the convergence, leading
äs a rule to heavier precipitation - although the latter is
also influenced by the stability and watcr content of the
air forced aloft, Not only the source but also the course
of air massas converging along a front has a bearing on the
subsequent weather, for cold air fron high latitudes bös
cotaes unstable on reaching wartner areas, whereas the
stability of warm equatorial air increases if it rtoves to
colder reaions.•o-

A cyclone (also Icnovm äs a dpression or low pressure syston)
is in offect a taoving v^ave into which new air continuously
flows to replace that already discharged during the period
of souo days in which the cyclone dcvelops, intensifiös arid
dies. In the forward sector of the extratropical (raid=;
latitudinal) cyclone, vrartn air overrides coldar air to form
a warm front with a slopo of only about l : 100 to l : 'iOO,
which means that the highest cirrus clouds can be seen
raore than 1000 kra ahead of the surface front, to be succeedod
by altostratus and nimbostratus äs the cloud deck descends
with the advance of the surface front. Precipitation will
tend to be light at first, then taoderate, and fairly pro=
longed. Should the warsj air aloft be unstable, uplift nay
trigger latent instability and lead to the developtaent of
sotne cumulifortn clouds yielding heavier localised falls.
The cold front which develops in the rear soctor of the
depression where a wedge of cold air forces the warm air
forward and aloft, has a steeper slope of about l : 25 to
l : 1OO. THe rapid ascent and cooling of the warm air,
especially if it is raoist and unstable, generally causes
deep curauliform clouds to build up and yield pelting rain
of fairly short duration along a cocsparatively narrow band,
often accompanied by high wind. Unlike the warn front,
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the adverat of a cold front i;s not heralded by advance cloud
aa the front slopos av.'ay fron its direction of travel.

Whoreas a fast moving depression tends to result in raoderat<
rainfall over a largo area, a stationary surfaco front
accompaniod by continuouc upper air flow tends to give
hoavy rain over a soall area.

Midlatitudinal depreasions vary in siae fron tainor wavss
of a few hundred square kilonetres with a life of only a
few hours, to gigantic syatens extending over tcns of
thousands of square IciloKiotres and lasting aany days»

2,4 Turbulence

The passage of air ovor surface obstructions can create
eddies whoso upward raotion can carry noist eir aloft to
the condensation levol and cause shallow cloud to forn.

Large scale turbulenco results frotn attnosphere instability,
The air is said to be stable if, when displaced, it is
subjected to forces that tend to restore it to its original
Position, and unstable is the forces acting on the displaced
air tend to aove it still further froci its original position
Teciperature differences or lapse rates serve äs a raeasuro of
the stability of the air«

The air is largely transparent to incotaing short wave solar
radiation, and is pritnariiy heated by long wave back radia=
tion of heat from the earth's surface. The vertical tetnpera
ture gradient - that is, the fall in tetnperature with in=
creasing distanco front the earth's surface - is about 0,6*C
per 100 ra.

When a pocket of unsaturated air is forced to rise, it
expands, and the oxpenditure of ener^y on this expansion
c aus es tho tetnperature of tho ri sing air to fall at the
socalled dry adiabatic lapse rate (DALR) which is about
i°C per lOÖKi. In tha case of a rising parcel of saturated
air, the coolin^ due to exrjansion is partially offset by
the gain in latent heat of condsnsation so that the
tetaperature of the rising air falls at the saturated
adiabatic lapse rate (SA.LR) vrhich averages about 0,559C
per 100 mtn but varies inversaly with teraperature.

Thua a rising parcel of unsaturatod air cools at the DALR
until its teraperature falls to the dcwpoint, and at that
altitude condensation ßiay ansue and form a cloud whoae baso
will mark thö condensation levol. The rising air will now
continue to cool, but at the SALR, until its temperaturo is
the oarne äs that of the surrounding air, whereupon its
ascent will ceaset

Unsaturated air is said to be stable if itg teraperature
lapse rate is IGSS than tho DALR , arid unstable if its lapse
rate is greator than tho DALR. Sitnilarly saturated air
is stable if its lapse rato is loss than the SALR, but if
it is greater it is unotable.
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The following can cause instability and thus turbulence in
an initially stable air nass:

2.4.1 Bftsal hoatins

can result frota strong local heating of the soll surfaes
on a hot day, giving riso to powerful vertical convection
currents, and to short duration, high intensity rainfall,
or frotn the horizontal influx of cool air (generally frota
higher latitudes) over a warmer area.

2.4.2 Upper coplins

occurs -when the upper part of an air mass ±3 drier than the
lower layers, and radiates heat tnore quickly. Thia can
cause a cloud to develop into a thunderström at night.

3.4.3 Conditional instability

when the lapse rate is between the DALR and the SALR, can
turn to instability if triggered by orographic or frontal
lifting.

2.4.4 Liftinq

can trigger latent instability in an air ciass vrhich is
moist at its base and dry aloft,

3. POINT INTSNSITY MEASUREiMENTS

The design äs well äs the Operation and/or efficiency of a
hydraulic structure requires Ixnov/ledge of

- tho volutne of rain falling on the contributory
catchment at the frequoncy constituting one of
the design critoria,

- ths spatial distribution of that rain, and
- variations in the tiae diatribution of such rain«

All such Information on depth - area - duration - frequency
relationships has to bo derived fron point intensity aeasure:
taents yielded by the network of recording raingauges. In
South Africa the network adainistered by the Weather Bureau
is still rather sparse, nutabering only about 100-f gatiges.,
few of which are loccted in the hydrologically important
high - rainfall tnotintainoua areas.

The sraaller the catchraent, tho raore adoquately does point
rainfall reprssent the msan rainfall over the catchment,
the tnore tonable is the aasumption that the rainfall is
evenly distributed over the catchment in both space and tirae,
and the less does catchment response vary for a given
rainfall.
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3 « l F r equeKcy--distribution

Por design purposes it is necessary to analyse
point rainfal.1 dat» t o determine the return period
(Tr), also knovm äs the recurrence interval or
incidence frequency, of a given event X (such äs
?.4-hour rainfaJl total), this being the average
nuraber of years between events equal to or greater
than X.

Analogous to this is the N-year event, this being
the event which can be expected to occur once every
N-years.

It should be noted that both the return period and
the N-year event refer merely to the expected average
frequency of occurrence, and that there is no assurance
that an event of given magnitude will recur regularly
at stated intervals of N-years.x~v-

3»2

A rainfall Station record covering, say 6C years
will yield reasonably accurate estimates for small values
of X and N, but ±s too short» and thus too small a
statistical sample, to repreaent random rare event«
adequately. In these cases recourse tnust be hand to
various statistical theories of extreme values, a
double exponential distribution (known äs the Gumbel
distribution) being often used. The maximunt precipi-
tation likely to occur for a given duration and
return period is an iniportant design criterion, hence
the importance attaching to estimates of rare events,
(that is, extreme values),

It is customary to sutntnarise rainfall intensity data
in the form of a fanily of curves. showing,for a
glven return period, the maximura mean rainfall in-
tensity for ench of a nuraber of durations.

Data on extreuie rainfall ar.e contained in two publi-
cations issuoc by the V/cather Bureau, viz. : "Maxirauia
2^-hour rainfall" (19?6) and "Extreme values of rain-
fall, temperature and \rind Cor selected return periods"
(19?4), the latter containing estiniates of the expected
maximura point rainfall for dtu-ations of 15t 30, 5̂ and
60 ninutes and 2k hours, and for return periods of
25» 50 and IOC yearc. The Kydrological Research Unit
(University of the Witwatersrand) has produced a co-
axlal diagram from vrhich the point rainfall likely to
be equalled or oxceeded in return periods up to 100
years can be estirnated for any place in South Africa,
for durations up t o 2li hours. The Unit has also
produced a diagram cosnprising a seri.es of envelopes
deliniting the highest point precipitations of various
durations yet recordecl in various parts of South Africa,
together with coraparative world extremes.
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It is iraportant to note t ha t M given input in the
foi'tr» of rainfall cf a given return period, will not
necessarily produce an Output, in the form of run-off ,
of the satne return perioci äs the input, for the
probability of occurrence of the output is the joint
(product) probability of occurrence of the input and
of the otate (notably the storage capability) of the
catchntent at the tiine of the input.

4. AREAL DISTRIBUTION

The catch in a raingaugc represerits an infinitesimal
sanple of the total volurae of rain falling on an
extensive catchment, and äs its distribution is
irregulär and the raingauge netw-.-rk sparse, pro-
cautions must be exercised in estimating the average
dopth of rain over a catohment frota point rainfall,

RainfaJLl decreases away frotn a storm centre.

k» i. Fprmulaj

Formulae for est j.tnating: the average rainfall (R) over
a given area (A), for a given duration and recurrence
interval, fron point rainfall at the focus (R ) are
generally of the foro

n
R = II e"1 "̂o

where k and n are conotants for a given storra, or
generic valuos for stor;,u of given duration.

The reduction ±n average depth of rainfall with
increasing areö\ cnn conveaiently be deptcted by
neans of depth-aroa curves.

In cases wherc the focus i s a stor;n centre, the
depth-area curves r.ro steeper than thoae derived
fron a fixed networ': of raingauges to which storm
centre s are randomly related.

In general , the difference between the rainfall over
an area, relative to point rainfall at stör« centre
- increases with an incraase in storm nrea
- decreases x^ith an increase in storm duration
- decreases äs the total dopth of rainfall increases
- is greater for orographic and conver; tional rain
than for cyclonic and other frontal rain,

The decrease in average precipitation with increasing
area is less if derived from a fixed raingauge net-
vrork than from a storrr. centre.

Generally the reduction factor used to convort point
rainfall to areal roinf^.ll varies tiainly^ with the
size of the area and with storm äuratiori, and only to
a sligHt Jöjjs-öo -wi-tVi tKo E- o* \ii-j-». p<;£-is>d of the
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The Hydrological Research Unit (University of the
Witwatersrand) has curves portraying the depth-
arjja-duration relationship for areas up to 30 000
ton0.

4» 3 Estiaation of average raipfall fron rainguage
netvorks.

Methode include

- the arithmetic mean of point values,
- aerial weighting of point values by tneans of
Thiessen polygons,

- triangulation,
- linear and subjective interpotation of isohyets,
- other methods of weighting.

5. TIME DISTRIBUTION

5«l Chronological sequeri.ce

Histograns or graphs ara used t o sho-w the time se-
quence of point rainfall. Hoving averages are
soaetines used to snooth out fluctuations and ex-
trenes so äs to reveal trends, but should be used
with cautin.ii äs the inclusion of extrerae values
in successive avcrages r<iay induce spurious trends.

•̂̂  TTgpj oral distri_bution

The titne distribution of rainfall can be depicted
äs a rnass curve of curaulative rainfall against storra
duration. This can also be used to derive a hyeto-
graph on which rainfall intensity in mia/hour is plotte«
against the time spells during which the intensity
oecurred.

The data can also be preaented in dimensionless form
äs a double mass plot of percentage of stortn rainfnll
against percentage of stortn duration. Such storra
profiles facilitate conparison between storms of
varying durations and precipitation depth, and
have been used in the U.S.A. to demonstrate that
thunderstortns of 25-50 mm/hoxur intensity shov; a
marked peak at the beginning of the Storni, this
becoraing less pronounced äs the l hour intensity
increases. Storms of 6-24 hour duration have very
sit/ailar profiles, all exhibiting a tendency for the
most intense rain to occur during the third quartile.
Profiles for interniediat e durations of up t o 2.4 hour s,
prepared by the Hydrological Research Unit (Univeroity
of the Witwatersrand) are not dissirnilar. In an
analysis carried out in Britain, storm profiles
vrere found to vary nainly with the individual
character of storr.is rather than consistently with
storrn siae or duration, or return period«
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6. DEPTH-AREA-DÜRATION-FREQUENCY RELATIONS

The Hydrological Research Unit (Dept. of the Witweters-
rand) has produced for each of 29 regions and sub-regions
into which South Africa has been divided, a co-axial
diagram interrelating depth, duration, area and
return period of extensive stortns. This enables the
designer to synthesize a storm for any part of South
Africa, of any extent, duration and return period of
more then 5 years.
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